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PREFACE

The articles appearing in the Southwestern Economic Proceedings, Selected Papers, Volume 28, Number 1, were presented at the 27th annual meeting of the Southwestern Society of Economists held in San Antonio, Texas in March 2000. All papers selected to be published in this issue were reviewed either by outside reviewers or by the editorial staff of the Southwestern Economic Review.

The editors of the Proceedings would like to thank the reviewers who made our job in selecting the papers easier. Our congratulations go to Warren Matthews, President of Southwestern Society of Economists and Edward McNertney, Program Chairman of Southwestern Society of Economists, and all of you who made our organization and our last year's meeting a great success.

The journal and the proceedings of the Southwestern Society of Economists are published by the College of Business at Arkansas State University. It is an honor that my college and I will cherish by promoting the publications of our organization. This issue of the proceedings is the fourth one under its new name Southwestern Economic Proceedings, Selected Papers. Both publications follow new sets of guidelines and have a newly designed cover, colors and logo. We hope this issue of the Proceedings will advance our organization to new educational and professional horizons.

Your support and consideration of the Proceedings will be greatly appreciated.

John S. Kaminarides, Editor-in-Chief
Daniel Marburger, Co-Editor
Southwestern Economic Proceedings
College of Business
Arkansas State University
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